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AN OUTLINE ON ACQUISITION AND LEARNING 
O INTRODUCTION 
As the tille might suggest, sorne aspects conceming a related area of language develop-
ment as well as sorne theoretical background conceming language leaming or acquisition are 
going to be analysed in this short paper. The reason is that 1 believe that misunderstanding 
and lack of information, might lead us to one of the main reasons of error production. 
A very brief outline from the behavioural to the procedural theory, a very quick look at the 
subject of acquisition itself versus the professional affair: leaming, sorne references to Skin-
ner's work, several aspects given by Chomsky and arguments for and against in later research 
will also be considered and briefly analysed. 
l. FROM ANIMAL TO HUMAN COMMUNICATION 
I would like to begin with sorne ideas about animal communication and 1 want to con-
sider what may be innate, what theories of language leaming had been performed so far? and 
what similarities or dissimilarities might have to be analysed between the acquisition and the 
leaming situation in order to clarify this point. Thus, I'd like to begin with sorne considera-
tions about the animal communication system in concem with language. 
Firstly, in animal experience language can't be observed. If there is a use of language it can't 
be observed. Human language is a very complex form of behaviour and so it is much less 
easy to say what is actually observed or what a response actually means that it is observed. 
Secondly, animal communication does not have all the design features of human language, 
and researchers are very often optimistic in their claim that there seems to be strong evidence 
for creativity in sorne animals, in sorne high intelligent animals, for instance 'cuckoo'. The 
way she can repeat words, she might come out with: get out!, get out! and this shows at the 
same time both a strong knowledge of sentence collocation and a strong unknowledge of lan-
guage realization and human behaviour. lt is an explosive emotional collocation, normally 
used in a derogatory sense due limited capacity and ability, because, obviously, she is think-
ing and using of the most insulting words she can find, but perhaps structure dependence has 
not been proved at all in any animal. 
It is not our purpose to enter into a strictly defined behaviour of human language, here, but 
unlikely animals, how do we get to that? Perhaps we should accept that there must be a diffe-
rent scope for animal communication and that animals may even be aware of sorne kinds of 
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communication humans may find too difficult to comprehend. Sorne scholars have studied 
the acquisition of science by chips, and asked themselves sorne questions: what do they mean 
by chips? and then ask, do they mean the same thing chips and humans? It seems to be accep-
ted that intelligent animals seem to be capable of sorne of the characteristics of human lan-
guage, but there is no evidence that they have a free disposition to acquire language, whereas 
humans acquire language with ease and they seem to have a natural innate program to do so. 
The third point might be that there is physiological evidence conceming the fact that the hu-
man body is adapted for production speech and this is not so in animals. There is nothing pe-
culiar in the structure of men's lung's but human breathing seems peculiarly adapted to 
speech. No one teaches us how to breathe in order to speak, though they may teach us how to 
breathe in order to sing or play flute. W e ought to ha ve a vocal auditory tract, lips and tongue 
and larynx, which appear specially suited for the production speech and this does not seem to 
have a complete correspondence in animals. 
From the work of neurologists we can deduce that there is evidence in human materialisation. 
There seems to be a natural process occurring between the ages of two and adolescence in the 
left hemisphere of the brain and the area of control of speech appears to become progres-
sively dominant. Krishna (1977) signals that this is complete by the age of five. (1967) says 
that this is complete by the age of adolescence. lt is then, a fact that brain materialisation is 
very important for linguists as the division of the brain comprises the left hemisphere being 
peculiarly adapted to certain kind of development in the personality, since lateralisation may 
be linked to the critica! period for language acquisition and there is no confirmed comparable 
phenomenon of lateralisation in animals. 
2. BIOLOGICAL PROGRAMMING EVIDENCE IN HUMAN'S LINGUISTIC ABILITY 
There seems to be evidence of biological programming in humans for innate language. 
Aitchinson ( 1983 ), following Lennberg ideas, suggests that at least six factors need to be pre-
sent for biologically triggered behaviour. Any concrete manifestation of language seems to fit 
these characteristics. 
Firstly, the behaviour occurs befare it is actually necessary. It is a fact that the first thing that 
happens after birth is the baby starts crying, and the doctor makes sure that this is what hap-
pens after the baby is bom. It seems that language develops befare the child has a need to 
communicate in order to survive. The second point is, that the appearance of something is not 
a result of conscious decision. A child does not decide he is suddenly going to start to talk on 
a specific day. Thirdly, the emergence of something is not triggered by externa! factors in the 
environment, nothing in the child environment suddenly sets him off to talking. Fourthly, the 
biologically triggered behaviour do existas there is likely to be a critica! period for the acqui-
sition of language behaviour. A child brought up in isolation never seems to leam to speak 
properly and research shows there is a biological starting point for language acquisition but it 
is very less clear that there is a biologically scheduled finishing point. Thus, it is not easy to 
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tell when someone has finished acquiring the Ianguage. Fifthly, direct teaching and intensive 
practice have very little effect on acquisition. Inflections may be taught to a child and the 
child knows the existence of 'he id' but he stills says 'hold it'. So, there seems to be an innate 
syntactic 'block'. The child is waiting for something to happen inside and is not dependant on 
or influenced by externa! corrections and in Ianguage the correction factor can not be made to 
work until the child is ready to make a particular Iinguistic generalization involved. In fact, 
there are instances when direct teaching and coaching can appear to hinder acquisition. Fi-
nally, the sixth factor that needs to be present for biologically triggered behaviour is that there 
is a regular series of achievement milestones and this can in a general way be correlated with 
age. Thus, it seems to be evident that al! children seem to pass through various stages follow-
ing a particular order, even though the·rate of Ieaming is not identical. 
Aitchison (1983) shows the Ianguage stage at the biological trigger, the beginning age of the 
emergen ce of a particular kind of Ianguage and it conceals that by the time we get out to 1 8 
months, we are probably entering the roll of syntax. There is no doubt that children suddenly 
put together two words, they perform formal telegraphs with a primary collocative sense, but 
the prepositions are missing, the apostrophes are missing and words expressing grammatical 
functions may still be missing. Word inflections follow. Not al! children follow exactly the 
same patterns, not have the same rate of progress, and there follow the difficult areas of ac-
quisition, questions and negatives. A Iot of research has been done into these areas and then 
for complex structures at the age of 5, and by 5 a substantial part of the grammatical system 
of the Ianguage has been mastered by children, and from that age one goes on developing 
Krashen (1982) has Iisted the order of acquisition of grammatical morphemes in English as 
second language in children and adults and he makes the point that the child's second Iangua-
ge order acquisition may be different from the first language order. It does not seem to be im-
portant if this occurs in that precise order but different roots of 2nd language Ieamers have 
great similarities in the order in which they seem to acquire the Ianguage. Thus, there are si-
milarities and dissimilarities there; what we are concerned with is that Ianguage appears to 
have all the characteristics of biological triggered behaviour as humans do seem to be innately 
predisposed to acquire Ianguage. However, Ianguage is not governed only by interna! mecha-
nisms, it does require externa! stimulus and indeed it will not develop fully until that externa! 
stimulus is there and that externa! stimulus must be reached. What seems much more difficult 
to decide if we accept that there's something innate happening is exactly what is innate, and if 
it is innate why are we involved in that process, why if we are involved in 2nd or foreign 
Ianguage Ieaming, should we Iook at child acquisition in LI, in the mother tongue. 1 think 
you do that for various reasons, and we consider this important for various reasons, but data is 
immediately accessible for many researchers who have their own children and for many 
hours the children are there and it seems to be a fact that researchers very often base their 
research on their own children and the development inside their own child, and children are 
the best examples of Ianguage Ieamers that we actually ha ve. 
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Therefore, it seems sensible to study how they do it, to see if there are any features that can 
be generalized to fit language Iearning at later stages. That is a very good reason why we 
should look at child acquisition. Another one might be because severa! 2nd language teaching 
learners claim that learning a 2nd language recapitulates learning the 1st language and we, 
therefore, need a description and the comparison of both. It has also been argued that learning 
a 2nd language derives towards the process by which the lst language was learnt, during a 
critica! age period. Therefore learning seems to be more efficient if the two experiences are 
closer in time and this is seen in the introduction of foreign languages, perhaps, at primary 
school age, and perhaps also in the attempts of sorne families to make children bilingual at a 
very young age. There are claims that neither the behaviourist nor the cognitive code informa-
tion processing of approaches to learning explain all the crucial factors in child's language 
acquisition. So, a 2nd language teacher needs a description of what happened in language ac-
quisition as far as we know, to understand how learning a new language may be different 
from the acquisition of the lst language. 
3. SOME THEORIES OF LANGUAGE LEARNING AND ACQUISITION 
Needless to say that theories of language learning and acquisition can helP. us to see what 
is happening to decide whether a child is bom with a blank tablet, a tabula rasa, waited to be 
imprinted or whether it is pre-programmed with a structure of language universals. 
What has research into language leaining told us so far? Reseach into language learning has 
increased enormously in the last 40 years, but since the 1950s, psychologists had been of a 
very great importance in offering theories of language learning and there had been 3 basic ap-
proaches to describe processes of language learning. Firstly, there is language as 'learnt skill-
ed behaviour' and this, based on Skinner's principies, is associated with the behaviourists sti-
mulus-response. This theory of language learning shows the importance of the externa! fact-
ors under the significance of the experience of the environment. It stresses the frequency with 
which utterances are used in the child environment, their imitation of language uses in his en-
vironment and it also stresses the child's learning at the same time that reinforces what is 
needed to develop language proficiently. This seems to be associated with the automatic way 
of processing and the person on whom this is developed, of course, remains passive. 
The second process of language learning is 'language due as innate behaviour'. This mentalist 
approach is associated with the linguist Chomsky. Though his ideas took very long time to 
penetrate into the classroom and he didn't write, specifically, for teachers in the language 
classroom, Chomsky's review of Skinner did hold a revolution in the ideas about language 
learning and after 1960, his contribution began to play a dominant role. His theory of trans-
formational grammar (TG) was a sort of exploration, a sort of experience in language. Chom-
sky ( 1969) he id that, animal behaviour was not relevant to obligations on human language. 
Language is far more complex, far more unpredictable, less measurable, far more creative 
than Skinner has suggested. Furthermore, he found that Skinner's observations would be pre-
mature because we need a better understanding of the linguistic system befare we could begin 
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to make observations. Skinner by stressing externa! stimuli misunderstood the nature of lan-
guage. Chomsky, under the innate hypothesis has signalled that children have an innate 
knowledge of the properties and structure dependence and that they are genetically pre-pro-
grammed to know in advance what language is alike. Chomsky (1969) also held that every 
utterance has inside an interna! structure which must be understood by the hearer as for a lot 
more is going on than what appear to be there on the surface. Thus, an utterance has to be 
recognized on two levels: 'A surface structure' and an 'abstract deep structure leve!' where in-
ternalized sets of rules are known without there have been conscious knowledge of them. 
What is important, here, is what the children seem to know about deep structure, surface 
structure and transforrnations, or so Chomsky held. According to him, language learning con-
sists in internalizing a transforrnational generative grammatical model. This is proved to be a 
very controversia! theory and eyen though Chomsky has now modified his views a little, he 
still holds to the view that we are innate equipped with knowledge about the grammatical sys-
tem. At first, we have a special sensitivity to pictures of the grammars of human language that 
are no specific to any given language, but we are able, then, to recognize how this features 
manifest themselves in the particular language we are leaming, too. 
Apart from that, all the child research of the 1960s and the work of people like Piaget, con-
cluded that children under seven were very restricted intellectually. In this line, operating 
with the transforrnational grammar, would rather go dramatic. How could a child work out 
the r;ules of a highly complex system like language? Chomsky answered that the child must 
be born with a high specific predisposition to do so and be born, therefore, with a LAD, a 
language acquisition device. Now, this was an extraordinary compelling idea. You have a box 
located in the central nervous system in the left hemisphere of the brain and that receives all 
the linguistic input and that, then, goes to be tested as hypothesis forrns, as the child creates 
his own language system. Certainly, children have need of experience too, but they only sur-
vive going to the processes that are already there. Thus, the child is seen as an active and 
cognitive element in the leaming process, but the mentalists denied the roll of externa! factors 
and that of the environment in the leaming process. Chomsky seems to be substantially cor-
rect when l¡e assumes that the child has an innate hypothesis making device and he makes 
hypotheses about the rules. However, it is very probable that these hypotheses fluctuate in 
children as they are not rigidly controlled and they do not appear at specific times. Then, this 
does not seem to be the same sort of hypothesis rigidity that a scientist is accustomed to. 
In the 1970s, with the emergence of the process or procedural theory there was a reaction 
against the other two extreme procedures: the behaviourists and the mentalists. There is a 
very. important shift to emphasis away from the 'innate' versus 'to leam linguistic ability', to-
wards the child's general cognitive capacity to discover structure and meaning in the language 
around him, and perceivable in a particular situation. This would bring in a lot of non-linguis-
tic features, non-verbal communication, etc. (i.e., the child has general cognitive faculties). It 
is no just language. It is everything el se that he leams in the world around him, everything he 
sees, the visual impact together with the linguistic impact. 
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Donaldson (1978), feels that Chomsky's idea of the LAD is in a way as automatic and me-
chanic as the behaviourist process. She understands that Chomsky's LAD is like a formal data 
processor, i. e., in goes the linguistic data and out comes de grammar in the child. She feels 
that one needs to consider the living child in the entirety of his personality with all the stimuli 
he takes into himself. Aitchison (1983), states that we also need not to go over for, because 
although it is fashionable now to oppose Chomsky, we do need to keep an open mind. lt does 
not seem true that the child comes equipped with a knowledge of language organization on 
two layers of surface structure and deep structure, it seems much more probable that the child 
does treat language as a puzzle to solve and that he uses innate strategies to do this. What are 
these strategies is not clear and there is very much contradictory research on this. It seems ev-
ident that there are great gaps in our knowledge of these strategies and Wilkins (1986) makes 
the observation that whether human beings have specific innate language learning ability or 
more general cognitive abilities doesn't really matter when in comes to teaching a language. 
4. ACQUISITION VERSUS LEARNING 
What do most people understand by 'acquisition and learning? W ell, by acquisition we 
usually think of something of learning as incidental, as a subconscious picking up of the lan-
guage in naturalistic community situations. Children seem to do this with their mother tongue 
and quite possible with second language acquisition too; their mother will see they are acquir-
ing the language and that they are only aware that they are communicating. Adults, too, can 
acquire a language. The ability to pick up a language doesn't seem to disappear at adolescence 
despite the critica! age theory. But the process of adult acquisition may be very different from 
that of child acquisition. Learning, on the other hand, seems to indicate a conscious deliberate 
stage formal approach to the knowledge of the rules of grammar. We can refer to an explicit 
knowledge of the rules, we are aware of them in the classroom, we can talk about them and 
discussed them if we wish, we can talk a lot about language and about grammar, and 
language teaching appears to be directed at language learning and not at acquisition, but it is 
perfectly possible to encourage acquisition acceptably in the classroom. Though there are 
distinctions between acquisition and learning these two are not opposed factors, although, 
perhaps they can be considered as two ends of a. continuant, and in certain situations they 
merge very well. 1 think, one also needs to be aware that the distinction between acquisition 
and learning can be interpreted differently by different writers according to the situation they 
are involved in. For instan ce, acquisition can be acquisition of the mother tongue in an L 1 sit-
uation and 'learning' can be the 'learning' of L2 in a mother tongue environment. Acquisition 
can also be the acquisition of a second language in a second language environment, while the 
'learning' of L2 is the foreign language learning under different conditions and in different 
environments. Acquisition and learning can both be used in discussions of simultaneous 
learning or nearly simultaneous learning of two Janguages at the same time. Taking this into 
account, when discussing about 'acquisition and learning' one needs to be very clear about the 
specific situation one has in mind. 
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5. CHARACTERISTICS OF ACQUIRING AND LEARNING A LANGUAGE 
Let us list sorne points very briefly to show the differences of behaviour of both 'acquisit-
ion and learning, considering 'acquisition' as the 'acquisition' of the mother tongue by a child, 
and 'learning' as the 'learning' of an L2 in an L1 environment by an older person. 
The frrst point to consider concems linguistic and cognitive development. From the point of 
view of acquisition, language development takes place in the infant at the same time as the 
knowledge about the world development. lt is very difficult to separate cognitive from lin-
guistic development in the child when you come to consider learning. In the learning situa-
tion, usually, languages are learnt after language acquisition is more or less complete in one 
or more concrete realizations of language, when the language performance is already estab-
lished and the mental processes are well developed. However, it is not necessary to make a 
distinction between the informal and the formal situations. lt is probable that the situation of a 
child acquiring the first language is an informal situation. On the contrary, the older learner, 
obviously, should ha ve more subtle expectations about language, about the culture of the 
world, about everything else that goes with the language. 
The second point to consider is the effect of the environment. Within the acquisition stage the 
child is in constant touch with an enormous amount of linguistically unstructured, uncontrol-
le~ language in his immediate environment. The emphasis is on speech and the child is obvio-
usly subjected to natural speech distortions, he becomes aware of redundancy, without realis-
ing it, he becomes aware of elisions, he also becomes aware of the noise disturbance, etc. lt is 
all quite subconscious. The stage of the learning do appear to be sequenced, from oral com-
prehension, he goes to oral production, so he hears, then speaks, then reads and then writes. 
However, language learners and I'm talking about native speakers influence, deep back in the 
time they have spent on actually learning the language. How do we know that this language 
learning is taking up ones entire time? How do we know how much time any particular infant 
is busy with the language? He might be busy doing all sort of other things, taking in all sort 
of other stimuli. In the learning situation: the exposure to the language is smaller, it is also 
non-continuous, there is not necessarily stress on the spoken language. Older audio-visual or 
audio-lingual courses maintain the Ll skill order presentation, i. e., oral comprehension, oral 
production, reading and writing, but this includes flexibility and responds to individual needs. 
Adults very often prefer simultaneous presentation to facilitate learning. Besides, reliance on 
speech alone seems to cause problems. It causes problems of memory storage as well, and it 
may direct students to create their own writing system in order to record what they feel they 
have learnt and this can create problems later. Language teaching in schools are provided- for 
about 6 to 9 (3 each concrete manifestations of language) hours a week, over 40 weeks every 
year. Thus, it seems that one year in the classroom is the equivalent of 1 to 3 weeks contact in 
an acquisition situation. Therefore, it is necessary in a teaching situation to organize and to 
restrict sequences of language in the learning situation. As with the infants, the adults can un-
derstand what they can produce, but in the learning situation if the learner's exposure of the 
language is only too carefully controlled language, this might be the only type he will com-
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prehend, and, perhaps it is the only type he will want to produce and so the teacher might 
have the problem of the difficulty of transfer between the class and the world outside. How 
do we get students to transfer this learning? 
The third point, concems the scope of personal contact. In the acquisition situation, the child 
contact takes many different contacts, the parents, all the children, all the people he meets, all 
the different ages; It is also importan! to remember he often has a very deep link especially 
with his mother at this point. In the learning situation, the contact will only be with the 
teacher, and the teacher will be a non-native speaker in most occasions, Teachers and stúdents 
have a lot of problems: lack of motivation, lack of extemal stimuli, lack of the variety of lin-
guistic experience and personal contact, the relationship with the teacher, etc. Students cer-
tainly lack elements of the rapport they feel with members of their own families and besides, 
the relationship with the teacher can be very aggressive and, disturbing. 
The fourth point concems the manifestation of the forms. In the acquisition realization, the 
child produces language for other people and for himself in imaginative monologues. He of-
ten talks to himself, makes sad stories; his language is partly imitative and partly his own 
emergence, but it is the child who selects what to imitate and the language he produces is 
language for use; thus, performance in the acquisition situation is seen as the manifestation of 
communicative confidence of language for use. On the contrary, in the learning situation the 
student does produce language for other people, he doesn't usually involve himself in imagi-
native monologues in a foreign language, there isn't especially large imitative elements even 
if the choices appear to be. Of course, there are choices, but those choices are often limited if 
you really have a free choice of language in the language class. Imitation ensures that the cor-
ree! form is produced and it seems to be very difficult for the student to try out the occasions 
when the particular form may be incorrect and it is the teacher who selects whom the student 
is going to do practica! exercises with. 
The fifth point concems the roll of grammatical explanations. In the acquisition system gram-
matical rules are rarely explained to the child and, there may be many grammatical rules the 
child mixed all at once, without explanations being given. In the learning situation many ol-
der expect a rule to be there and they are expected to be explained. Then, where do you teach 
deductively or inductively there is no difference, i. e., you can either give the grammar rules 
at the beginning of the lesson, so that it is there first or you might expect the student to get the 
rules through a process of problem solving, and this doesn't make any difference. The point is 
that the grammatical rule is there and it is presented at a particular point to the student and 
one grammatical rule at a time is the usual order. 
The sixth point concems language learning and language use. Language learning and lan-
guage use in an acquisition situation are one the same activity. The child generalizes his own 
knowledge of the language beyond what he has actually experienced. He seems to have his 
own checking system regards the variation techniques used by adults. In the learning situa-
tion, language learning and language use may be quite distinct, perfectly separated activities 
and the learner too, can make mistakes in overgeneralizing but he makes his mistakes in a 
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different way from the child in the acquisition situation. Like the child learning-his mother 
tongue he can overgeneralize a rule, he can extend the rule but the learner can also overgen-
eralize, making mistakes by reference to what happens in his own language, his Ll, and that, 
of course, can not happen in the first language acquisition situation because the child is learn-
ing his own language. 
The seventh point is related to meaningful context. In the acquisition situation an effort is 
made to ensure that language is meaningful to the child. Adults point to objects, they simplify 
their language, they try to get their meanings across and they consciously ask themselves the 
question, why their children grow up right left and centre? In the learning situation an effort 
may be made to ensure that language and language practice is meaningful, but it is actually 
very difficult to select a learning material that is going to be totally meaningful and totally 
stimulating to every student in your group all the time. It's very much easier to do this in a 
one off situation, but when you ha ve the same class for a long period of time it's very difficult 
to ensure that everything works. 
The eighth point analyses learning acquisition attitude to the language. On the one hand, in 
the acquisition situation, there is a possibility of learning two or more languages proficiently 
in first language-learning conditions. This is very often called 'bilingualism' situation as the 
child is learning different registers, different languages for different occasions: For example, 
one language at school, another language for home. Adults can employ languages in bilingual 
situation as well but it is very commonly observed that the child learns more effectively, es-
pecially in the pronunciation system. This may be, of course, apart from linguistic ability, be-
cause adults tend to learn L2, a second language, only to the leve! that it is necessary to be 
able to communicate or because the conditions to the learning are less favourable. However, 
adults can call on development learning strategies, they can maintain concentration and moti-
vation and their actual achievement leve! may be ahead of times. On the other hand, in the 
learning situation, the teaching of the second language out of the frrst already learnt is totally 
different. There seems to be a lot of activity for preparation for language use and not neces-
sarily in the classroom, a great deal of engaging in communication and many times I feel 
'roll-play' dialogues and other type of exercises are not real forms of communication at all be-
cause the student had not had enough thinking on that kind of language. Teachers may also 
attempt to state students beyond the leve! the student himself may have chosen to stop at. 
The ninth point concems mutilation of language. Whereas, in the acquisition situation, lan-
guage can be mutilated immediately in the environment, in the learning situation language is 
not necessarily used outsi?e the classroom. 
The tenth point refers to the critica! age factor as an element of learning control. Language 
acquisition is possibly completed by puberty although the whole amount of basic language 
might not be required by then as there is strong evidence for the critica! period acquisition of 
language. However, in language learning the basic amount is not subject to a critica! age pe-
riod. Learning L2, another language, is a matter of reducing, existing conceptual strategies 
and not starting with structures. A teacher would have to realise that the learner may already 
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have an acquired store of language; So the language items he is presenting may not necessar-
ily be new to him at all, and he attempts to introduce a second language at an early age be-
cause a critica! age theory has not been very successful. 
The eleventh point exists only under the learning control of language and constitutes a very 
important element of research because is the emergence of the language learning factor atti-
tude which very rarely might have parallel with acquisition. 
6. CONCLUSION 
What conclusions can we ·reach about the acquiring and the learning systems of a lan-
guage? There has been above too much research into child acquisition of L1 and much re-
cently research into second language learning (error analysis, for instance, has been very use-
fui), but many questions remain totally unanswered. The whole question of whether the pro-
cess has become articulated in L2 is the same as becoming articulated in the mother tongue 
has not been satisfactorily resolved. There are obvious differences in the conditions under 
which acquisition and leaming take place, the attempt to recreate first language learning con-
dition in teaching a second language ignores differences that do exist even in a more natural-
istic second language learning conditions but the differences do exist because the interna! de-
velopment of the learner is different. 
How far age can be used as a factor, as a guide to language development, is available even in 
the acquisition of the mother tongue. Children vary in this respect as in any others, and if the 
problem is complex in young children it is even more in adults where the effects of age of 
speed in the order acquisition is unknown. 
Whether the psychological processes involved in acquisition and learning are similar it is not 
easy to asses either. Similarity do seems to be present in the acquisition of the grammatical 
system and there are aspects of English Grammar which foreign adults and native children 
appear to "iearn in a similar order and researchers have studied samples of this behaviour. 
Thus, firstly, language stages appear to have a biological trigger related to brain growth, even 
though the rates of learning vary from child to child, so that by adolescence, a great part of 
child grammatical knowledge of his mother tongue would ha ve been acquired. Language em-
ergence follows at inner time dock and the six pictures of biologically triggered behaviour 
seem to be present in language. Secondly, humans unlike other animals seem innately predis-
posed to acquire language and there seem to be biological adaptations in the human body for 
this matter. For example, a localisation of language in the left hemisphere of the brain, 
somewhere between the age of 2 and adolescence. However, lateralisation of the brain is a 
very controversia! view of research. In this situation, what we know is that there seems to be 
a biological adaptation but at the same time a rich verbal environment is necessary for the de-
velopment of a language. So, language is natural behaviour, nature triggered up the be-
haviour, but nature is carefully natured of different elements by people, by environment and 
immediately, as a result, the correspondent development is being gradually produced. 
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It is true that there had been extensive research into the child's acquisition of his mother 
tongue. All this child acquisition is a very valuable study because a language teacher needs a 
description of what is happening in language acquisition to try and understand how learning a 
new language might be different or similar. A lot of detailed research has been attempted at 
all these stages of acquisition, for instance one woman wrote a whole book on her son's 
memory before he went to sleep, a whole solid book on just one topic, as detailed as that. 
Many researchers ha ve written on mother ease (i. e., a simplified language a mother uses to a 
chi!d. Many articles have been written on the child's acquisition of negative and the interroga-
tive because they are difficult areas of language. There are similar pattems in the acquisition 
for L2 learners, for instance Mcc!onough ( 1981) al so gives good examples, in the work of the 
English negative, development of the English negative. Thus, it is evident that from theories 
and research into first language acquisition one might be able to draw conclusions for second 
language teaching and leaming, and for foreign languages too, and through that we can con-
tras! acquisition and learning when they are in clearly opposed settings. It is also evident that 
for teaching purposes it matters very much whether language is being acquired as a mother 
tongue or whether is being leamt as a second language or whether is being learnt in a totally 
vile environment, or whether is being learnt in a foreign country; It alsomatters in what age it 
is acquired or learnt, and motivation matters a great deal. Thus, the shading of acquisition into 
learning is something that happens with different degrees in different situations. 
Besides, it seems evident that if you are using the language acquisition device the child can 
learn any language with ease, but without it, the language acquisition is impossible. This 
means that a child has a knowledge of language universals which he, then, applies to specific 
languages. He makes hypothesis about the language and, perhaps he has an evaluation proce-
dure choosing between one kind of rule and another until he comes to the most efficient rule. 
In this line, children follow rules they devise themselves, they are not copying adults utter-
ances, but this is not a case of language in and grammar out. However, this is where Mc-
donough (1981) criticises Chomsky, interpreting thís as a very rigid approach and signalling 
that this is not like that at a11. 
What modem researchers have found is that it is not líke an absolutely straight fishing line, 
that you are really in, all at one go, with the nice grammar fish on the end of it, which you. 
then, put in a bag and you through your line out to catch another rule. That system may be 
operating but there are a lot of backward and forward movements, ups and downs that go on 
in between before a hypothesis is finally accepted and children do not make a hypothesis. 
abandon it like putting a fish in a bag, and then go and look for another one to make. The 
stages of hypothesis-making are very fluent, the rule waves o ver a long period of time. Tt goes 
backward, it goes forward, It's accepted, It's rejected etc., before it's fina11y abandoned or 
adopted, and there may be many situations in between. 
It is possible, now, in the líght of modem research to reject the extreme forrn of the assump-
tion that children are bom with the knowledge of language universals and to reject Chomsky's 
view of about 40 years ago, that children are bom with the ín-built knowledge and the ínter-
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nalize transformational grammar. 1t is not very clear the fact that we are moving from the sur-
face structure through a process of transformation until we get to the deep structure through 
transformation stages as more recent research indicates that children instead seem to have cer-
tain expectations about language. In accordance with their expectations they treat language as 
a puzzle and they acquire mature speech. Children appear to leam separate factors and only 
later acquire an effective set of rules. What inner strategies they use to do this we do not 
know, it remains unclear and there is no doubt that there are other ways of explaining lan-
guage development in a child than to assume an innate knowledge of deep structure and trans-
formational techniques. By 1980, Chomsky is prepared to give more importance to the 
growth of the child experiencing the world around him in processing language and by the 19-
80s the process theory has gained ground. There is a greater move towards the child's cogniti-
ve capacity of the world around him in discovering structure and meaning in the situation he 
is in. The children appear to talk without having intuition about the transformational model of 
grammar. They can use active and passive quite easily without necessarily thinking of the 
two with the view of transformation, but it is an open question whether all the children and 
adults view Chomsky's like deep structure knowledge when they understand and produce 
speech and it is not easy to assess when they do this but the hypothesis has not been this rule. 
Transformational complex sentences are no more difficult to understand than simpler ones. 
Nevertheless it's possible people do recover the structure in sorne other way, so we should 
keep to the idea that transformational grammar represents a persistent store of knowledge 
about the language. This store of knowledge develops as the person knows more about the 
language. It develops at one will but more slowly than his ability to encode and decode. lt 
represents the knowledge potentially available to get. But transformational grammar can not 
give us a direct insight into the psychological processes of speaking and comprehending, and 
even the newer version or the different interpretations of transformational grammar can not 
provide these language processes. Everyone who knows the language has available a store of 
knowledge he could use when he encodes or decodes, but he doesn't have to do this nor does 
he to unravel and recover deep structure in a series of transformations. Thus, Language 
Knowledge (knowing that something is grammatical) and language use (knowing how to utter 
a sen ten ce) are overlapping areas, and the link between them as represented by the trans-
formational grammar model is not easy to support. 
According to sorne scholars it can be deduced that transformational grammar in the classical 
sense, the earlier sense, seems not to be a satisfactory help in explaining how a person actu-
ally uses his language but we should keep an open mind and see the constructio figurata of 
the whole discourse and of various parts of the discourse. 
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